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The challenges in big data analytics are the high dimensionality and complexity
in data representation. Granular computing and feature selection are among the
challenge to deal with big data analytics that is used for Decision making. We will
discuss these challenges in this plenary talk and provide new projection on
ensemble learning for health care risk prediction. We have utilized ensemble
learning as multi-classification techniques on multi-data streams that collected
from multi-sensing devices installed in home care center. These devises collected
information in multidimensional data streams that are reflecting life style,
environment and physical data. These are called as data streams that require
learning models adaptable to objects with for decisions. These data streams
change over time, so that the learned model may not become obsolete, leading to
concept drift in providing better learning methods. On important aspect in project
of multi-sensing for healthcare that has three layers. Each layer has a set of
features resembling a set of conditions, are ensemble of different classifiers that
are trained to achieve best accuracy. Feature selection plays an important role in
data mining in multiclass classification as it ca reduce complexity of training with
good accuracy. Decomposition and ensemble methods can increase the
performance on multi-class classification problems. However, the accuracy is
affected by the imbalanced data that could affect the training of different
classifiers and also could involve in making the accuracy of prediction not
appropriate. Also, these ensemble classifiers have to adapt, automatically to the
changes in the streams. The talk will discuss these issues and provide a challenge
and solution to overcome such problems. Also, outline several decomposition
strategies for ensemble methods to enhance the accuracy rate and provide better
active and adaptive ensemble.
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and a title of Honorary Professor from Óbuda University, Budapest, Hungary in 2011. He
received honorary scholar award from University of Technology Sydney, Australia on 2012. He is
Adjunct professor to Stockholm University, Sweden, University of Technology Sydney, National
Taiwan Ocean University and others. He has supervised PhD students jointly with University of Laval,
Quebec, Canada; University of Technology, Sydney, Australia; Oregon State University (Corvallis),
University of Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne, France and University of Genoa, Italy. He has four
international Patents in Software System and Several research projects with Japanese industry and
partners. He is vice president of International Society of Applied Intelligence, and also associate
Editor-in-chief of Applied Intelligence Journal (Springer). He has given many keynotes in many
prestigious international conferences on intelligent system and subjective intelligence. He headed a
number of projects including Intelligent HCI, a project related to Mental Cloning as an intelligent user
interface between human user and computers and SCOPE project on Virtual Doctor Systems for
medical applications.

